Entry-Level Position (No Experience Needed)

Posting ID: IN18610588

Company: Lightning Tree Tech

Position Type: Full-Time

Company Website: https://www.lttlv.com/

Work Location: Las Vegas, NV

Salary: $8.25 to $9.25 /hour

College Major(s): Mechanical Engineering (ME), Electrical/Computer Engineering (EE/CpE), Computer Science (CS), Entertainment Engineering (EED)

College Level(s): Undergraduate-Freshman, Undergraduate-Sophomore, Undergraduate-Junior, Undergraduate-Senior

OVERVIEW

We are a Contract Manufacturer committed to producing the best quality electronic components for our clients. In order to establish strong, long-term relationships by providing reliable service; we are looking to build a reliable and skillful team. We take pride in our team and believe in quality over quantity. We are passionate in creating a positive work culture and environment.

Roles and Responsibilities

Have an eye for detail? Join our family for opportunities to grow and learn. Although experience in electronic manufacturing assembly is a huge plus, it is not a requirement. If you are willing to learn, we are willing to teach anyone with a great attitude; who takes a genuine interest in our industry. Write somewhere in the cover letter "I love math!" and tell us a little about yourself.

Our ideal candidate is someone who values accuracy and education. We are currently looking for individuals who are motivated to become team leaders once a strong skill set is established. Our company offers many different paths to grow for self-motivated individuals.

Education and Qualifications

What you will need to apply:

- Strong attention to detail.
- Ability to perform with high accuracy rates under time restrictions.
- Attentive and able to follow instructions exactly as specified.
- Ability to work well with others.
- Punctual and excellent time management skills.
- Patience and a Good Attitude.
- Accountability and Self Motivation
- Humble and respect for others.
- Basic Knowledge of measuring systems ie Metric and US Standard.
- Basic Math Skills.

Marian Mason | Internship & Career Services Coordinator | coecareer@unlv.edu | https://unlv.edu/engineering/jobs
UNLV, Howard R. Hughes College of Engineering
• Bi-lingual is a plus.
• Eligible to work in the United States.

**Experience:** None  
**Education:** High school (Required)

**How to Apply**  
Go to:  
[https://www.indeedjobs.com/lightning-tree-tech/jobs/246582d8b79ad0b1b870](https://www.indeedjobs.com/lightning-tree-tech/jobs/246582d8b79ad0b1b870)

Our company has a 3 step Interview Process. Once Resume and Cover Letter are submitted we will be sending you the 1st step; which is a Pre-Screening Online Interview Form to fill out. Prepare for testing in all steps of the interview process.

Good luck! Thank you for your interest in Lightning Tree Tech.